in the standard intentionalist and anti-intentionalist arguments regarding the basis of the objective interpretation of an artwork. According to the intentionalist, the meaning of art depends on the intention of the artist, and depending on the particular theory, this intention can be either explicit, implicit or hypothesized. On the other hand, for the anti-intentionalist broadly conceived, the artwork, whether painting, film, music or novel etc., is largely created in reception. The more standard versions of anti-intentionalism or formalism as it came to be known, limit the basis of an interpretation to perceived qualities of the artwork. 11 For the more enlightened antiintentionalist however, such as T. S. Eliot, the relevant reception involved sharing a tradition with the artist. 12 While Eliot focused on art traditions to explain appropriate interpretation, the New Criticism to which Eliot's views gave rise, further developed his conception of formalism. According to reader-response theory for example, one's interpretation of a work can only be endorsed by a community if members of that community understand one's reasons for responding in just that way and this relies on sharing a tradition, experiences and training. 13 A Kantian response to this might be that the more communicable one's response to an artwork, the more publicly structured one's response can be said to be.
The thought is that to communicate feeling one must have structured that feeling according to shared terms. In line with the Kantian response, Cavell saw that the meaning of an artwork can be understood to be a product of a community rather than a product of an individual or isolated psyche, and that the latter does not describe the artist. 14 This conclusion did not fit with the standard notions of intentionalism, beholden as they were to a spurious interpretation of Romanticism, but nor did this conclusion fit with standard notions of anti-intentionalism. This is because the idea of community attunement (a successor to the New Criticism and hence formalism) might be said not to exclude artistic intention but instead requires a re-conception of what constitutes the relevant sense of intention. Cavell draws this out by a consideration of modern art.
The emergence of the polarized theories regarding the objective basis of the meaning of artworks, including the intentionalism and anti-intentionalism mentioned above, correspond to the advent of modern art. Cavell in his response to this polarizing of the possible bases of interpretation, draws our attention to the way Modernism gave rise to an anxiety about artistic intention because the sincerity of the artist could no longer be guaranteed. For example, T. S. Eliot's anti-intentionalism entailed that only the structure of traditions within which a work was produced could provide a standard by which to interpret and evaluate it. 15 However, this would prove problematic when relevant traditions were weakened, fragmented or rejected, which was the condition that characterized modern art according to Cavell. Modern art "lays bare the conditions of art" wrote Cavell, reflected in the fact that we haven't convention or technique or appeal to go on any longer. Earlier he had written: "Often one does not know whether interest is elicited and sustained primarily by the object or by what can be said about the object. My suggestion is not that this is bad, but that it is definitive of a modernist situation." 17 Intentionalism fares no better than anti-intentionalism when it supposes that the artist's actual or hypothesized intention is the basis of an objective interpretation.
Unless the evaluative terms are shared between artist and audience, descriptions of intentions whether actual or hypothesized require the same conditions as antiintentionalism in order to be understood and valued. Cavell in effect shows that the focus on intention as conceived by the standard theories was a red herring. This view pervades his discussion and is articulated directly in his contrast between the generality of statements compared to what art expresses. Regarding the latter, Cavell con- Cavell's response to this debate implied that both intentionalism and formalism were attempting to solve an anxiety about authorship which was based on a misconception of the artist and of artistic meaning. For Cavell, interpretation was not settled by considering the artist's psyche and intention, nor by a given set of objective properties of the artwork. The relevant basis for interpretation was masked rather than clarified by this way of carving up the possibilities.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was a much cited influence on Cavell. Emerson's conception of genius belies the popular stereotype of Romanticism. Emerson wrote:
Now that which is inevitable in the work has a higher charm than individual talent can ever give, inasmuch as the artist's pen or chisel seems to have been held and guided by a gigantic hand to inscribe a line in the history of the human race. 21 Emerson located the artist's creative sources within a community which provided the terms by which the artist understood herself and her purposes. Similarly, Cavell resisted the conception of the isolated artist and the dichotomy of intentionalism and formalism to which it arguably gave rise, by identifying the conditions that would preclude interpretation. One such condition was personal isolation: the result of failing to acquire the relevant community norms by which expression of inner states and interpretation were prompted and structured. This condition was met when the inde- In the face of modern art, we struggled in isolation to make meaning because we did not have a community based set of values and norms with which to make sense.
The nature of indeterminacy in meaning was also explored by Cavell through the re-phraseability problem in aesthetics. 24 The re-phraseability problem refers to whether content conveyed in artistic form can be exhaustively captured in description, without leaving anything out. This relates to the debate surrounding whether our literal or determinate concepts capture all there is to experience. One would expect Cavell's implicit pragmatist leanings to lead him to hold a view compatible in many respects to McDowell's theory of meaning, according to which experience involves determinate concepts all the way out, so to speak (experience actualized and realized). 25 Cavell however rescued this position from precluding the indeterminacy of evaluative terms 26 by suggesting that the way terms acquire meaning is always indeterminate whether they are evaluative or descriptive terms. That is, while percep- tions may be expressions of our concepts, concepts are in a constant state of evolving, and hence our terms are indeterminate to the extent that they are susceptible to cultural transformation. This reading of Cavell is reinforced where Cavell discusses the revision of meaning that occurs in the light of new cultural discoveries.
In the essay "Music Discomposed," 27 Cavell discussed how new painting styles, movements or genres changed the way we perceived or construed earlier art to the extent that he wondered whether one should think of this change as manifested as new meaning or new object. 28 Considering how art acquires meaning, Cavell drew our attention to the way each new discovery in art changed the terms of reference for earlier art and consequently, what we noticed and found significant in all art. In other words, our construal of an artwork, and consequently its meaning and significance, changes by what comes after it. The same might be said concerning each new cultural development. Cultural norms alter the way we carve up and attribute meaning to experience. However, without the relevant generative forms (and concepts) at our disposal, as in the case when traditions are weak or fragmented, we must consciously construct meaning. We no longer have clear norms against which to judge intentions, and as such, according to Cavell, we become aware of trying to find the basis for distinguishing between sincerity and fraudulence. In this process, we feel the insecurity of cultural isolation.
The idea that Cavell teased out was that when tradition and convention are well established and endorsed, we might hardly notice that our value judgments have different conditions to matters of fact. That is, when traditions are well established and relevant to the case in hand, we do not notice the degree to which our responses and interpretations are steeped in cultural norms internalized by way of our community based exchanges. According to Cavell, in the normal course of events, within an established and entrenched tradition, we make sense of cultural artefacts and activities by inadvertently improvising. That is, we draw upon generative forms or heuristics provided by our community's conventions and norms through which we experience what seems like recognition of an object's meaning. A rather flat footed example might be a calendar-type landscape painting. We might simply respond in a stereotypical way, such as finding mild appreciation in the calm serenity of the scene, regardless of whether the historical context of its making and references within the painting are conducive to this or a more demanding response.
Once a painting of landscape triggers entrenched schemas (improvisations, as Cavell might say), we take ourselves to be responding to the objective standard represented by the object.
In improvisation, an artist and her audience engage heuristics or models they have inadvertently inherited from cultural exchanges. Such heuristics or models evolve through exercising one's "recollection, tradition, training, and experience" in a purposive way according to Cavell. 29 When they are established, entrenched and pervasive throughout our culture, we do not notice them as anything less than objective standards. Particular heuristics or models are comprehended as coherent unities among those who can access the same or commensurate "recollection, tradition, training, and experience." 30 Cavell argued that "improvisation" or the generative nature of communicative forms, were undermined when conventions were weak as they were where modern art was concerned. In this context, instead of implicitly recognizing the meaning of the artwork, we had to consciously construct a configuration which could be perceived as compatible with a rational intention. 31 In some cases, this might take the form of consciously searching for what the artist could have meant and in turn, what they would be justified in meaning. However, in these conditions, relying on some form of intentionalism proves as inadequate as attempting to rely on traditions. According to Cavell, we could not confidently put ourselves into the artist's shoes or munity. The relation between the competent use of terms and the norms of a community is symbiotic.
The relevant constraints on the terms of reference which ground the possibility of a priori universality of indeterminate concepts, can be understood in the singular as attunement-to-community. This is not a condition isolated to the artworld. The indeterminacy of aesthetic reflecting judgment can be understood to draw out key principles of rationality in the respect that evaluative terms acquire meaning through the practices of a community of language users. This draws upon a theory about the nature of perception according to which perceptual objects are not simply given. Instead, the interests of a community, developed under adaptive pressures, and subjected to justifications required of communicative exchanges, direct our attention to aspects of the world. From this process emerge our concepts and in turn, what we consider perceptual objects. 35 One can assume that the principles underlying the structure of language which drive the giving and asking for reasons (the default communicative exchange), reflect principles which underpin physical nature, given language has evolved under adaptive pressures according to the same physical laws. 36 In this case, the giving and asking for reasons when conducted in a systematic and openly critical way (in theory what we might call inductive reasoning within a community context), is the procedure whose outcomes lead toward rather than away from how things are in themselves, so to speak. The indeterminacy of terms is required in order to explain the possibility of development, creativity and invention, in other words, cultural renewal. The drive of each generation to reconstruct or revise meaning in newly evolving social contexts, speaks to human agency. Aesthetic reflecting judgment demonstrates this process. This concept of aesthetic reflecting judgment is a Kantian legacy in Cavell's understanding of meaning by which he can be understood in today's terms as an internal realist. 37 Kant's interest in aesthetic reflecting judgment revolved around the need to account for creativity, human agency, or as he might say, spontaneity. He reasoned that the mind must provide a rule based judgment whose rule cannot be identified or exhaustively articulated in terms of determinate concepts because otherwise the way new ideas can be generated seemingly from outside established and entrenched norms would not be accounted for. Without some room in his system of mind for creativity, critical assertions about human agency would be merely dogmatic. Kant's reference to indeterminate concepts was a reference to rule governed communicative forms which conveyed meaning not exhausted by literal terms. Cavell's motivation for attempting to understand aesthetic reflecting judgment was compatible with that of
Kant. Cavell wrote:
A work of art does not express some particular intention (as statements do), nor achieve particular goals (the way technological skill and moral action do), Cavell here endorsed a form of intentionalism that was not found in the polarized debates on intentionalism verses formalism. Instead, his notion of the relevant sense of intention was closer to Kant's notion of purposiveness. In the polarized debates, Kant's account which included this notion of "purposiveness" was classed as formalism as opposed to intentionalism, which in the light of more nuanced discussions such as Cavell's, is revealed to be a misrepresentation of Kant's mature aesthetic theory. 39 Kant's sense of purposiveness is better understood in Cavellian terms as the freedom to choose.
In the "Deduction of Pure Aesthetic Judgments" Kant grounded aesthetic reflecting judgment in comparative, inter-subjective and communal aspects of exchange. 40 Aesthetic reflecting judgment was subjective in that it involved personal endorsement but the comparative dimension was the sense in which it was intersubjective. Kant treated aesthetic reflecting judgment as exemplary of judgment in general in the sense that one only took oneself to be exercising aesthetic reflecting judgment when judging from a perspective that was both subjective and communicable, rather than private or personal. Kant wrote: "We could even define taste as the ability to judge something that makes our feeling in a given presentation universally communicable without mediation by a concept". 41 "Without mediation by a concept" referred to the way we communicated feeling or what we could call epistemically charged perception. In contrast to determinate concepts which were conveyed through literal language, the communication of an aesthetic reflecting judgment involved showing someone how to conceive, construe or perceive an object and as such, one was attempting to communicate one's experience of the object. As such, the Kant revealed in what sense one's critique of art involved looking for the universal voice. He discussed the role of the critic. He wrote that critics should reason through examples to "correct and broaden our judgments of taste" bearing in mind that it was only through example that they could do this as it would be impossible to do so by way of proofs. 42 Kant also discussed the education of the artist as a matter of internalizing models and heuristics rather than learning explicit principles. The point seemed to be that the rational foundations of aesthetic reflecting judgment were to be found in the epistemic basis of the perceptual object. For Kant, the perception of an object was not an irreducible aspect of experience but involved a construal. We learnt to construe an object in a particular way. This construal involved an evaluative element and in turn, the way an object would strike us varied according to our construal of it. In other words, the basis of the perceptual object was not a given but the result of the way we described, configured, or conceived of the experience to which the object in its particular context gave rise. This conception would depend on what we took the point of our exchange with the object to be and it would involve an evaluation of the object's relevance relative to our interests or ideological orientation. The particular way interests and ideological orientations were manifested, would be dependent on the norms of our community. In the case of aesthetic reflecting judgment, the perceptual object or our construal of a particular aspect of experience would be, in effect, under construction.
Aesthetic reflecting judgment revealed the extent to which norms and conventions played a role in what we considered worthy of attention and in turn the meaning we attributed to objects. The perceptions involved engaged our personal dimension yet when put to the task of judging, were compared with what we would imagine others would perceive in the same object. Kant wrote that the way we responded to an aesthetic disagreement revealed that we treated aesthetic judgment "as if it were an objective judgment". 43 It was in this sense that Kant referred to aesthetic reflecting judgment as universal. For Cavell, the significance of modern art is that it provides the conditions for alerting us to the indeterminacy of our terms of reference. Instead of affirmation of our cognitive and moral orientations through the confirmation of objective standards, modern art reveals the dependence of our cognitive and moral standards on common terms of reference. Without such commonality, we worry whether we are being duped.
Bootstrapping and indeterminacy
While indeterminacy leaves open the possibility of revision and renewal, it might seem to secure this at the expense of the possibility of communication given the indeterminacy required of our terms for genuine innovation. That is, without determinate conventions and norms to shape communicative forms, innovation might be reduced to creative nonsense. The only alternative to this would seem to demand a "metaphysical re-gestalt" at the "subliminal level. it is directed to an object, the object has been tested, the result is one of conviction. This seems to me to suggest why one is anxious to communicate the experience of such objects. 46 The object has been tested in the sense that it is in the public arena, set there to elicit the responses the audience member takes herself to be having. However, the com- to compare our own judgment with human reason in general and thus escape the illusion that arises from the ease of mistaking subjective and private conditions for objective ones, an illusion that would have a prejudicial influence on the judgment. Now we do this as follows: we compare our judgment not so 49 Jürgen Habermas may help us understand this point. Habermas construes all evaluative choices as only intelligible and rationally justified insofar as they are placed within particular social contexts and discourses. Our actions and commitments impact upon others and if we are to create the conditions of our own sociability, communication requires we expose our assumptions, commitments and convictions to the critique or scrutiny of others. As Habermas points out, consensus or "coming to a rationally motivated mutual understanding" is built into the very structure of language. 50 By drawing upon Kant's conception of the conditions of aesthetic reflecting judgment as exemplary of judgment in general, and seeing this thought more fully realized through Habermas' conditions of communication (which is conceived to some extent in opposition to coercion), we begin to see that the artist's communication is not complete until a discussion takes place within a social context regarding its meaning and significance. The outlines of Kant's aesthetic theory, particularly Kant's deduction of pure aesthetic judgments involving a common sense, is arguably furthered in Habermas' conception of discourse.
For Habermas, the principles of discourse -consensus and accuracy relative to a conception of the objective state of the world -are universal irrespective of disagreements between rival cultures. There need not be actual agreement between judgments for the structure of those judgments to be universal.
In the light of Habermas' principles of discourse, we realize more fully an aspect of Kant's conception of aesthetic reflecting judgment. We do not make an aesthetic reflecting judgment unless we take ourselves to be judging from a universal standpoint, regardless of actual axiomatic differences which would thwart such agreement in practice. This drives us to attempt to communicate our feelings and in doing so, inadvertently creates the conditions for calibrating our thoughts and feelings with those of our peers. 51 It might be said that the indeterminacy of judgment is necessary for the continual renewal and advance of understanding. In turn, the possibility of communication is grounded in rationality broadly conceived: rationality as constituted by grounding the competent use of shared terms on common aspects of "recollection, tradition, training, and experience."
Cavell operates with just such a broad notion of rationality. Furthermore, like Kant, Cavell holds that aesthetic or moral disagreement does not necessarily suggest that some aspect of the process of deliberation and comparison is irrational. 52 It is that we take ourselves to be speaking on behalf of others that characterises the way disagreements are conducted. We do not put aesthetic or moral disagreements down to individual preference but expect to discover within discussion and debate the right or apt response or action. This expectation leads us to ask for and give reasons, the process by which the attunement-to-common values and terms of reference is possible.
We could consider a number of commentators on Kant who argue that he implicitly thought of aesthetic and moral autonomy in terms of the freedom that grounded the public as opposed to the private use of reason. 53 The private use of reason is slave to self-interest, appetite and dogma, all of which preclude agency. The more we bring the stuff of such inclinations under community endorsed concepts, the more we are able to exercise agency (public reason) in the actions and choices which are then possible. Cavell constructs his understanding of judgment within this tradition. In Cavell we find an implicit concept of community which grounds judgment in a way that reverses the popular romantic privileging of the individual psyche over and above the norms of a society. On the contrary, the community is the primary unit in understanding the grounds of each individual's moral and aesthetic judgment. cating it. Cavell suggests that the structure of this relation is revealed when traditions are weak and as such, modernist art shines a light on this relation.
As meanings shift and terms lose their potency, we develop new terms or add disjuncts to existing conceptions. This shifting is a subtle and never ending process.
It progresses through improvisation most of the time until at certain junctures we become uncomfortably conscious of the constructive nature of meaning. The take home point is that in Cavell's thinking, an implicit conception of community grounds rationality and communicability. This conception involves critique and endorsement among a group using shared terms. Cavell effectively demonstrates that creativity and spontaneity in our thinking are possible because of the indeterminacy of terms. Furthermore, the possibility of communicating our perceptions (synonymous with calibrating thought and feeling) ensures the conditions for establishing shared terms of reference. As such, a predisposition to community implicitly grounds the notion of rationality which emerges in Cavell's thought and provides the objective ground of aesthetic reflecting and moral judgment.
